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DATE: 25/04/20\4

12014-

To,
ED - B & S Asset,
ONGC, WOU,
Vasudhara Bhavan,
Bandra (E),
Mumbai 40005 L
Subject:

Allotting accommodation in BLQ - I and BLQ - II to
Reservoir section. (RDAG)

Respected Sir,
Please find enclosed a copy of a letter received from Reservoir Crew
working on BLQ - I and BLQ - II platform, They explained the above
need in complete details for your perusaL It seems reservoir crew is
facing lot of problems on both the platform, The need sighted for
accommodation (one
m) is in the interest of organization and for
the smooth operation also,
Therefore, we request your esteemed authority
matter to resolve the issue at the earliest,

to kindly look in the

(Pradeep
ayekar)
General Secretary

~.

z-:

Copy to :
L Surface Area Manager, B&S Asset, V. Bhavan, Bandra (E), M'bai.
_·2,
DGM (Reservoir), II c RDAG, 424, V, Bhavan, Bandra (E), M'bai.
~GM,
HR/ER,
B&S Asset, V, Bhavan, Bandra (E), Mumbai.

~uI'~
""tj'

To,
The Head RDAG
DGM (LM) RFS
Room 434,
Vasudhara Bhavan
Bandra, Mumbai

( Sub: Request for fixed Accommodation

for reservoir party at BLQ-I and BLQ-II Platforms)

Dear Sir,
This is to bring to your
accommodation

kind notice the difficulties

in BLQ-I and BLQ-II platforms.

faced by reservoir

crew regarding

the

A reservoir party of 4 persons is often sent to BLQ-I & II

platforms to carry out reservoir studies under Bassein and Satellite Asset. As we don't have a permanent
accommodation

there, we are put in different

very frequently.

We are also forced to share room with persons doing night shift duty and this creates a

lot of problems

especially

when

rooms and are forced to shift from one room to another

we are doing unmanned

dungarees as and when we return from unmanned platforms
quarters. This usually creates problem

duty.

We need to change our working

as it gets too dirty to be worn inside living

as the sleeping night shift crew gets disturbed

room for changing. The last crew that was at BLQ-I from28/02/2014

to 13/03/2014

as we enter the
had to change the

bed seven times during their 14 days shift. We have to take care of our EMG, tools and laptop and carry
them along with us and this frequent

shifting of rooms is creating immense problems for us. Therefore

request you to do the necessary arrangements

I

to get a singhj room for the whole crew during their

period of stay in BLQ-I & II platforms.
Thank you,

From: RESERVOIRSECTION OFFSHORE GONING OFFICER& STAFF.
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